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BEILENSON AND BRAUDE ANNOUNCE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
PROPOSED PARK
No threat tc
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and safety

buried on Veterans Administration,
to extensive
(D.--West

is

SITE SAFE FOR

posed by medical wastes

Brentwood Hospital property,

test- results released by Congressman Anthony

Los Angeles,

San Fernando Valley)

according

C. Beilenson

and Los Angeles

City

Councilman Marvin Braude.
Beilenson and Braude,
the City's

who have been

leasing of the unused federal

intensifying

their efforts

a park and brought

instrumental
property

in

arranging

for park use,

for

are

to have the 12-acre VA site established

as

under the control of the City Department of

Recreation and Parks.
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buried
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substances posed no threat

Los Angeles
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physicists,

scientists

Water and Power,
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the State Department

to the health

additional
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site by the VA indicated that
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